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ABOUT MIDDLE EAST RETAIL FORUM 2020

Winston Churchill once said, ‘never let a crisis go to waste’.
The dot-com bubble of 2000, the great depression of 2008, and the oil price crash of 2014 are some of the major economic crises that industries across the globe
worked really hard to recuperate from. Just when the world thought that the worst of the two decades was behind us, we get hit by the global health pandemic
that has put the year 2020 in the history books and not for the right reasons. However, what must be remembered is that every one of these crises has begotten
some massive opportunities that has changed the face and shape of the way people, places and processes operate. So what memorable inventions and innovations
is the 2020 – the year we all want to forget – going to birth?
The Middle East Retail Forum 2020 was formulated with this attitude and idea in mind. With the aim to create a Masterplan for Retail Transformation, the event this
year brought together the who’s who of this thriving industry to address some of the key concerns the entire ecosystem had to deal with and collaboratively chart
a future-fit game plan.
Featuring 250+ delegates, 40+ speakers participating in panel discussions, fireside chats and insight reports, the 9th edition of MRF was no less than a mega
success. Staying true to RetailME’s narrative of promoting phygital and omnichannel experiences, the event was hosted both physically at Conrad Dubai Hotel as
well as online where hundreds of industry stakeholders from the region and beyond logged in to attend, participate and network.
The event this year focused on agility, responsiveness and being future-fit with big leagues of the industry including Chalhoub Group’s Patrick Chalhoub, Landmark
Group’s Renuka Jagtiani, and Lulu Group’s Piyush Kumar Chowhan ampongst many others sharing their invaluable insights and laying out a new foundation for the
next normal of Middle Eastern retail.
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“Covid-19 has been the best Chief Technology Officer”, said Patrick Chalhoub in his fireside with Tom Urquhart on unprecedented opportunities of an unparalleled crisis.
“The one thing that doesn’t change is how you look at priorities. It is about the customer – their expectations have changed and the way we approach them should
be far more creative and personalized. We are investing a lot more in customer data and analytics”, said Renuka Jagtiani who joined the
event virtually.
The importance of data was the crux of most of the conversations that ensued onstage and off-stage on the day of the event and insights about how all the
data retailers have access to today would be rendered useless if it isn’t utilized well, segued into the CIOs, data scientists, and heads of digital of some of the top
companies candidly sharing their knowledge with the smaller entrepreneurs and startup founders who were also present at the event.
Yes – MRF 2020 had something for all scales of retail businesses. The start-up conclave that saw some very strong homegrown businesses that managed to survive
the pandemic and revive their businesses despite the circumstances were given a platform to share their ideas and get recognized for their exceptional work by
the players who have made their mark in the industry.
Speaking of recognition, MRF is incomplete without the RetailME Awards, the biggest award ceremony for retailers in the region. This year the seven-member
strong jury sure had a tough time selecting winners for the 14 categories. Although it was never really about winning but about acknowledging and appreciating
the efforts of thes major players, this year it was also about who managed to survive and create a true impact that laid the foundation for the future of retail.
Undeniably, this year hasn’t been a breeze to say the least, but the pieces of the puzzle that was destroyed by Covid-19 in the beginning of this year slowly started
to come together and the Images Group is proud to have made MRF the platform for the industry to individually and collaboratively try and figure out a roadmap..
a masterplan for this industry that is now ready to completely transform.
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THANK YOU TO OUR 2020 PARTNERS
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DIGITAL PARTNER

MASK PARTNER

EXCLUSIVE ENGLISH
NEWSPAPER PARTNER

MEDIA PARTNERS

PARTNERS SUMMARY
The Middle East Retail Forum is the perfect platform to meet senior level decision makers from the Retail industry across the region
under one roof. Partners of the forum got the opportunity to showcase their leadership, their products and solutions to a captive
audience. Our partnership packages provided maximum exposure within all our platforms including digital, print and events.

RETAILME AWARDS 2020
The annual Images RetailME Awards 2020,
held along with Middle East Retail Forum
(MRF), recognised achievements in agile,
responsive retail innovation, made all the more
remarkable due to extraordinary pressures
on consumer confidence, retail environments
and supply chains during the Covid-19 global
pandemic. Nominees displayed instances
of outstanding innovation through digital
adoption, processes, marketing, employee
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practices and customer service initiatives.

RETAILME AWARDS 2020 JURY MEMBERS

Bernhard
Heiden

Hathal Saad
Alutaibi

Jerzy
Osika

Creative Director, Interstore

CEO,

Owner & CEO,

Chief Sales Officer,

Alandalus Property Co

Promedia

Interstore | Schweitzer

Mark
Thomson

Ahmed
Ragab

Naim
Maadad

Retail Industry

Group CEO,

Chief Executive & Founder,

Director of Sales,

Director, EMEA,

Baraka Retail Group

Gates Hospitality

Zebra Technologies

Zebra Technologies

Hozefa
Saylawala
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GET IN TOUCH WITH OUR TEAM TO KNOW MORE ABOUT THE EVENTS
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